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An ultrafast presolvation reaction involving IR-excited hydrated electrons and bivalent metal cations (Cd2+)aq

was investigated at the femtosecond time scale. The initial electron photodetachment is triggered by a two-
photon UV excitation of aqueous chloride ions (R ) [H2O]/[XCl2] ) 110). The photodetached electron
reaches a IR p-like state (prehydrated electron) with a time constant of 130 fs at 294 K. In the presence of
nonreactive divalent alkaline metal cations (X2+ ) Mg2+), this transient IR electronic state exhibits a
deactivation process toward the ground state of hydrated electron (s state) with a time constant of 300( 20
fs. In aqueous CdCl2 solution, an ultrafast IR electron transfer channel (univalent reduction of Cd2+ by IR
prehydrated electrons) competes with the pf s transition of trapped electrons (electron solvation process).
This presolvation reaction occurs with a characteristic time of 140( 20 fs. Within the electron solvation
regime, this elementary redox process is totally achieved in less than 1× 10-12 s and exhibits a probability
10 times higher than the electron hydration channel. The consequence of an early partition between reactive
and nonreactive IR electron dynamics on the subpicosecond formation of fully hydrated electron is discussed.
The femtosecond IR spectroscopy of excited p-state electron transfer processes in aqueous electrolyte solutions
opens a new area of prethermal reactions in environments relevant to mainstream chemistry and biochemistry.

1. Introduction

Fundamental investigations on electron transfer and reaction
dynamics in solutions are progressing with recent advances of
ultrafast spectroscopies and computational chemistry.1-12 The
course of elementary redox reactions may be observable on the
time scale of molecular motions, and some important aspects
concern the dynamical response of a molecular solvent to a
sudden change in the charge distribution of a solute or a
transition state immersed in it.13-21 At a potential energy
surfaces crossing zone that couples the coordinate motion of
an electron transfer reaction with an electron solvation process,
microscopic nonequilibrium effects can assist or impede early
electron transfer steps and affect branchings between nonequi-
librium electronic trajectories. Significant advances in the
understanding of redox and radical reactions in solutions require
the real-time discrimination between nonreactive and reactive
electron dynamics.

During the past decade, numerous aspects of the dynamical
properties of liquid water have been explored22-28 and major
experimental strides have been performed in solvation dynamics
of molecular probes17-19,29,30 and excess electron.31,34 In
synergy with semiquantum nonadiabatic molecular dynamics
simulations,10,35-37 femtosecond IR discrimination of a non-
equilibrium electron (p-like state of excited solvated electron)
in pure water,31,32,38aqueous organized assemblies,39 and ionic
solutions40-42 are beginning to provide a detailed picture of
an elementary radical solvation. Regarding the pf s transi-
tion of an excess electron in a polar liquid, dynamical cage
effects are largely dependent on statistical properties of sol-
vent molecules, solute reorientational dynamics, and fluctua-
tions of solute-solvent electronic polarizability, and the role

of translational solvent motions is more and more empha-
sized.36,37

In polar solutions, intermolecular electron transfer faster than
the picosecond solvation process has been investigated by
fluorescence up-conversion43-44 but up to now competitive
nonreactive electron dynamics (electron solvation) and ultrafast
presolvation radical reactions in water have not be investigated
at very short times. Nanosecond and picosecond pulse radiolysis
studies have suggested that ultrafast radical reaction (univalent
reduction of a solute) would involve hot electrons or short-lived
precursors of hydrated electron.45-51 These indirect investiga-
tions determine the subnanosecondG value of solvated electrons
for different electron scavenger concentrations. The pulse
radiolysis experiments treat the data by determining empirical
relationships between the rate constant of an electron transfer
and the C37 value,47-49 or stochastic analysis of competitive
electron solvation and electron capture.50 The investigations
of ultrafast electron transfers at the macroscopic level do not
permit one (i) to understand in detail presolvation intermolecular
charge transfer, and (ii) to determine the exact nature of early
branching between short-lived nonreactive and reactive elec-
tronic configurations. Some important aspects would concern
the influence of ultrashort-lived solvent configurations on the
probability of curve crossing. How does a molecular solvent
modify the probability of curve crossing during a nonadiabatic
electron transfer? Can an ultrafast reduction reaction involve
short-lived couplings between trapped electrons and nonequi-
librium water molecules configurations? Dynamical solvent
cage effects can be governed by librational motions, short-range
polarization, vibronic effects, and reorientational correlation
function of solvent molecules in the vicinity of newly created
electronic configurations. Aqueous electrolyte solutions rep-
resent a paradigm for the investigation of ultrafast presolvation
redox reactions in environments relevant to mainstream chem-
istry and biochemistry. Femtosecond UV-IR spectroscopy of
electron dynamics allows one to study early partitions between
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short-lived electron transfer trajectories and to investigate the
role of inhomogeneous microscopic structures on elementary
redox reactions.

The present paper is mainly focused on the femtosecond IR
spectroscopy of ultrafast presolvation electron reaction in
aqueous electrolyte solutions. We report the short-time reduc-
tion of a bivalent metal cation (Cd2+) by IR prehydrated
electrons (eq 1a). This ultrafast prehydration univalent reduction

of Cd2+ competes with an electron solvation channel which is
linked to a pf s transition of IR prehydrated electrons (eq
1b). The consequence of an early partition between reactive
and nonreactive electron dynamics on the subpicosecond
formation of solvated electrons is also discussed.

2. Experimental Section

Elementary electron transfers from aqueous halides ions (Cl-)
are triggered by a two-photon excitation process with femto-
second UV laser pulses (4 eV). The colliding pulse mode-
locked laser followed by five amplifier stages has been discussed
previously.52 The compression of amplified beams through a
four-prism arrangment allows output pulses of energy above 1
mJ and typically of 80-90 fs duration at a 20 Hz repetition
rate. The pump beam is generated by frequency doubling of
amplified pulses in a 1 mm KDPcrystal and focused on a quartz
Suprasil cell. In the sample, pump and probe beams overlap
on less than 0.5 mm. For the time-resolved IR spectroscopy,
the energy of the excitation pulse is adjusted at 7( 0.5 µJ and
the test beam is selected from a continuum generation with thin
optical filters. The time dependence of induced IR absorption
signals is investigated with germanium photodiodes. The
different procedures that we use to analyze femtosecond IR
spectroscopic data on aqueous ionic solutions have been
published in recent papers.42 The computational analysis of
femtosecond IR spectroscopic data were performed on a Sun
Sparcstation. Aqueous salt solutions at 294 K were produced
by dissolving magnesium chloride (purity 99.999%) or cadmium
chloride (purity 99.999%) from Aldrich Chemical Co in light
water at a final concentration of 0.5 M. This concentration
corresponds to a molecular ratio R of 110 (R) [H2O]/[XCl2],
X ) Mg, Cd). Water is bidistilled in a quartz distillator with
KMnO4 and its resistivity is greater than 19 MΩ at 294 K. In
order to avoid undesirable oxidative processes in the sample,
molecular oxygen was removed by using pure nitrogen gas flow.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Femtosecond IR Spectroscopy of Aqueous XCl2

Solutions (X ) Mg, Cd). Aqueous magnesium chloride
solutions are used for the investigation of ultrafast nonreactive
IR electron dynamics and the comparison with prehydration
electron transfers on reactive bivalent metal cations (Cd2+). The
IR spectroscopic data on early two-photon-induced electron
transfer processes are reported in Figure 1 and Table 1. The
quantitative analysis of IR spectroscopic data were performed

for different time windows (2, 4, and 6 ps). In aqueous MgCl2

solutions (R ) [H2O]/[MgCl2] ) 110), the prevailing IR
electronic trajectory involves an electron photodetachment from
excited states of chloride ion and the formation of a precursor
of the hydrated electron ({e-

IR} or {e-
Hyd*}) with a character-

istic time T1 of 130 fs (eq 2a). This excited p-state of the

Figure 1. Infrared spectroscopy of ultrafast one-electron reduction of
aqueous cadmium ions (Cd2+) by IR p-state prehydrated electrons at
294 K ([H2O]/[CdCl2] ) 110). The reference solution contains a
nonreactive cation ([H2O]/[MgCl2] ) 110). Smooth lines represent the
best computed fits of nonexponential IR signal decays at 0.99 eV. In
MgCl2 solutions, the IR signal decay is expressed by the prevailing p
f s transition of prehydrated electron (0.7 exp (-t/0.3) and two minor
contributions of CTTS** (0.14 exp(-t/0.05) and{Cl:e-}pairs (0.09
exp (-t/0.33). In CdCl2 solutions, the prehydration redox reaction with
{e-

IR}Reac contributes to the prevailing IR decay (0.71 exp(-t/0.14).
Minor electronic channels (0.10 exp(-t/0.05) + (0.07 exp(-t/0.3) +
0.08 exp(-t/0.33)) correspond to CTTS**,{e-

IR}pfs, and{Cl:e-}pairs,
respectively. The incomplete recovery of IR signal is due to the low-
energy tail contribution of the hydrated electron ground state (e-

s).
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hydrated electron relaxes toward the ground state of hydrated
electron withT2 ) 300 fs. The relative spectral contribution
of this IR state (R{e-}IR) equals 0.70 (Figure 1). In comparison
with previous femtosecond spectroscopy of electron dynamics
in aqueous sodium chloride solutions,42,52the time dependence
of IR absorption signal is not significantly modified by the
presence of a divalent counterion (Mg2+). This electronic
relaxation channel represents the main electron solvation process
that occurs in the water bulk.42,54 The low-energy tail of the
hydrated electron ground state contributes to the incomplete
recovery of the IR signal.

Two minor electronic channels assigned to excited CTTS
states (CTTS**) and electron-atom pairs contribute to the
nonexponential IR signal decay observed at 0.99 eV (eq 2b,c).
The spectral contributions of these transient states represent 20%
of the subpicosecond IR signal (Figure 1). They exhibit the
same dynamics as those previously investigated in aqueous NaCl
solutions.52,53

Data on femtosecond IR spectroscopy of aqueous cadmium
chloride solutions are presented in Figures 1 and 2. The
experimental curves discriminated for different temporal win-
dows (2-6 ps) underline a significant Cd2+ effect on the IR
signal dynamics. For the same molecular ratio ([H2O]/[XCl2]
) 110), the substitution of Mg2+ by Cd2+ lowers the IR signal
amplitude (Smax) and shortens the absorption signal rise time.
Indeed, within a very short time window (2 ps) the spectroscopic
data emphasize thatSmax (0.99 eV) is obtained forτ ) 300 fs
with Mg2+ and τ ) 200 fs with Cd2+. Simultaneously, the
amplitude of the IR signal is decreased by 40-45% in aqueous
CdCl2 solution (Figure 2A).

3.2. Kinetic Model of a Presolvation Reduction Reaction
in Aqueous CdCl2 Solution. In aqueous CdCl2 solutions, the
kinetic model investigates the influence of reactive trajectories
on the dynamics and amplitude of the IR absorption signal
(Figure 3). We have focused our attention on (i) the prevailing
trajectory of IR prehydrated electrons, and (ii) the role of early
branchings between reactive (eq 1a) and nonreactive (eq 1b)
channels. Due to the low C37 value of aqueous Cd2+,50 the
computed kinetic model investigates a prehydration one-electron
reduction of Cd2+. This ultrafast redox channel would be
triggered by an electron photodetachment from excited aqueous

chloride ions with a probabilityPReac(eq 3). In this expression,
âp represents the absorption coefficient for a two-photon
excitation process of the halide ion. The ultrafast prehydration
electron transfer on Cd2+ is characterized by the time constant
TReac(eq 4) and includes the reactivity of transient IR presolvated
electron (e-IR)Reac.

This ultrafast one-electron reduction of Cd2+ induces an early
partition between a reactive electron photodetachment channel
and the nonreactive electron hydration channel. The contribu-
tion of an IR electron solvation channel leading to the ground
state of hydrated electron is characterized by the probability
Ppfs ) 1 - PReac(eqs 5 and 6):

As in aqueous MgCl2 solutions,T1 andT2 represent the trapping

TABLE 1: Effects of Aqueous Divalent Metal Cations
(Mg2+, Cd2+) on the IR Electron Dynamics, and Early
Partition between a Presolvation Reduction Reaction (Eq 1a)
and an Electron Hydration Channel (Eq 1b)a

parameters [H2O]/[MgCl2] ) 110 [H2O]/[CdCl2] ) 110

T1 (fs) 130( 10 130( 10
T1′ (fs) 130( 10
T2 (fs) 300( 20 300( 20
TReac 140( 20
Ppfs 1 0.09
PReac 0 0.91
PReac/Ppfs 0 10.1

a In aqueous CdCl2 solution, the parameters are calculated from a
kinetic model presented in Figure 3A.

Cl-aq + 2hν f (excited states)98
T1 ) 130 fs

e-1
IR +

Claq98
T2 ) 300 fs

e-
s + Claq (2a)

Cl-aq + 2hν98
t , 50 fs

CTTS**98
t ∼ 50 fs

CTTS* (2b)

Cl-aq + 2hν98
t ) 270 fs

(Cl:e-)aq98
t ) 330 fs

Cl-aq (2c)

Figure 2. (A) Time dependence of measured IR absorption signal
amplitudes (OD) following the femtosecond UV excitation of aqueous
chloride ions in MgCl2 or CdCl2 solutions. (B) Calculated effect of an
ultrafast prehydration one-electron reduction of Cd2+ ions on the
transient level of reactive ({e-

IR}Reac) and non-reactive ({e-
IR}pfs)

trajectories. The transient level of very short-lived CTTS** is also
represented.
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and solvation times of an excess electron in the aqueous bulk.
In CdCl2 solution, these times characterize the nonreactive
fraction of IR prehydrated electron (e-

IR)pfs relaxing toward
the ground state of hydrated electron (eq 1b). As previously
discriminated in aqueous magnesium chloride solution, the two
minor channels assigned to CTTS** and electron-atom pairs
(eq 2b,c) are included in the kinetic model of aqueous CdCl2

solution. In order to avoid numerous adjustable parameters of
our IR kinetic model at very short time, these minor nonreactive
electronic dynamics are kept similar in presence of Mg2+ and
Cd2+. Tables 1 and 2 report the adjusted parameters obtained
from IR spectroscopy of short-lived p-state electrons in aqueous
magnesium and cadmium chloride solutions at 294 K.

3.3. IR and Visible Spectroscopy of a Prehydration
Electron Transfer Reaction. For different temporal windows
(2, 4, and 6 ps) the key points we have investigated concern (i)
the dynamics of the prehydration reaction between e-

IR and
Cd2+(TReac) and (ii) the discrimination of an early partition
leading either to the pf s transition of trapped electrons or
the presolvation reduction of aqueous Cd2+ (Figures 1-3). At
very short time (t < 2 ps), the relative spectral contributions
(RSC) of two subpicosecond IR electron trajectories (eq 1a,b)
is defined by the following expression:

In this expression, the adjusted parameterRi
ωT

represents the
relative contribution of a given population of IR electrons;σi

ωT

is the cross section of IR electrons involved in the channeli
andPi the probability of this IR channeli. The early branching
ratio occurring between reactive and nonreactive IR electron
trajectories has been expressed by eq 8:

If σ0.99 eV [e-
IR]Reacequalsσ0.99 eV [e-

IR]pfs, the IR branching
ratio becomes

Consequently, the probabilityPReaccharacterizing the reactive
IR electron channel ([e-IR]Reac) is defined by the following
equation:

From computed fits of experimental data performed at 0.99
eV, the expression 10 allows one to calculate an early partition
between ultrafast electronic dynamics in term of a probability
ratio (Table 1). In CdCl2 solutions, the most important results
concern the behavior of the IR p-like electron. The high
branching ratio (PReac/Ppfs) characterizes a prehydration electron
transfer reaction with Cd2+. This prevailing IR electronic
dynamics (TReac ) 140 ( 20 fs) corresponds to an ultrafast
univalent reduction of aqueous Cd2+ by IR presolvated electrons
(eq 1a). The probability of this prehydration electron transfer
is 10 times higher than the solvation channel and its frequency
rateνET equals 7× 1012 s-1 against 3.3× 1012 s-1 for the pf
s transition of IR excited hydrated electrons (Figure 1, Table
1). As previously seen by eq 10, the branching ratio between
reactive and nonreactive IR electronic channels is not equivalent
to a simple expression between nonreactive and reactive electron
dynamics (T2/TReac). This result represents the first time-
resolved spectroscopic evidence of an ultrafast univalent reduc-
tion reaction of an aqueous divalent ion by p-state of short-
lived IR electrons. In this way, Figure 3B underlines the
significant difference between this ultrafast univalent reduction
dynamics of Cd2+ (Treac) and the time dependence (T2) of p f
s transition within the electron hydration channel (eq 1b). This
electron hydration dynamics remains independent of the Mg2+/
Cd2+ substitution. However, its probability is significantly
lowered by the presence of Cd2+ (Table 1).

The ultrafast prehydration electron reaction with Cd2+ influ-
ences the IR signal amplitude (Smax) determined at the femto-
second time scale (Figure 2). In order to explain carefully these
important results, we have performed a comparison between
the experimental IRSmax and the computed signal amplitude at
t ) 300 fs (MgCl2) and t ) 200 fs (CdCl2). This computed
analysis has been extended to the long-lived IR component
observed att ) 4 ps (Figures 1 and 2B, and Table 2). The
calculatedSmax

ωT is defined by the eq 11:

In this expression,Ri
ωT represents the relative spectral contri-

Figure 3. (A) Kinetic model used for the analysis of ultrafast infrared
electrons dynamics in presence of aqueous cadmium ion. This model
considers the existence of an early partition between a pf s transition
of hydrated electron (solvation channel) and an electron attachment
on the aqueous cadmium ion (reduction channel). The minor channels
due to the relaxation of excited CTTS and electron-atom pairs (eqs
2b, 2c) are not reported on the figure. (B) Ultrafast dynamics of early
electronic trajectories discriminated in aqueous sodium chloride solution
following the femtosecond UV excitation of an electron donor (Cl-).

RSCni
ωT ) Ri

ωT/∑Ri
ωT ) σi

ωTPini* (7)

R[e-IR]Reac
ωT

R[e-IR]pfs
ωT

)
σ[e-IR]Reac

ωT PReac

σ[e-IR]pfs
ωT Ppfs

(8)

PReac

Ppfs
)

R[e-IR]Reac
ωT

R[e-IR]pfs
ωT

(9)

PReac) 1 - Ppfs ) 1 -
R[e-IR]pfs

ωT

(R[e-]IR
ωT

Reac+ R[e-]IRpfs
ωT )

(10)

Smax
ωT ) ∑

i

Ri
ωTni

τSmax (11)
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bution of IR absorption electronic states andni
τSmax the com-

puted levels of different electronic states attSmax. The computed
analysis for MgCl2 and CdCl2 solutions capture the experimental
IR measurements ofSmax at tSmax. The main Mg2+/Cd2+

substitution effects are due to{e-
IR}pfs in MgCl2 and to

{e-
IR}Reacin CdCl2 ( Table 2). When the metal cation exhibits

a high electronic affinity (Cd2+ vs Mg2+), the results emphasize
the existence of an early partition from excited electron donor
between the prevailing reactive channel ({e-

IR}Reac) and the
minor electron solvation channel ({e-

IR}pfs). It can be observed
that the low spectral contribution of minor electronic channels
(CTTS** and{electron-Cl}pairs) cannot influence the dramatic
IR Smax decrease observed in aqueous CdCl2 solution. At longer
time (τ ) 4 ps), the incomplete recovery of the IR signal is
due to the contribution of the low-energy tail of hydrated
electron ground state (s-like state). In aqueous CdCl2 solution,
this long-lived IR contribution is lowered (Figure 1 and Table
2).

The subpicosecond competition that occurs between the
energy gap relaxation from the first excited state to the ground
state of e-hyd (e-

S) and the ultrafast electron attachment on
aqueous Cd2+ (eq 1) modulates the IR signal rise time at 0.99
eV. This early one-electron reduction of (Cd2+)aq by the p-state
of prehydrated electron would impede an efficient electron
hydration channel (Figure 3A). In order to verify this important
point raised from the analyses femtosecond IR investigations,
we have performed ultrafast visible spectroscopy of fully relaxed
electron (ground states of hydrated electrons). The data reported
in Figure 4 exhibit a dramatic Mg2+/Cd2+ substitution effect
on the amplitude of the visible absorption signal at 1.77 eV
(700 nm). We have focused our attention on the absorption
signal rise time andSmax values. Although the apparent signal
rise time of normalized curves remains similar in presence of
Mg2+ and Cd2+ (Figure 4B), the early signal behavior and
spectral contributions of transient and relaxed electronic states
are different (Table 3). The best computed fits of the visible
signal rise time include the characteristic times determined in
the IR (T1, T1′, T2, TReac). In aqueous MgCl2 solution, within
the absorption signal rise time (τ ) 520 fs), small contributions
of transient (e-IR)pfs and electron-chlorine atom pairs overlap
with those of hydrated electrons (ground states). In agreement
with previous femtosecond spectroscopic investigations of
aqueous sodium chloride solutions,15,42,52,53two fully relaxed
electronicconfigurations(e-

hyd)andpolaronlikestate(e-...Mg2+)hyd

mainly contribute toSmax
1.77eV(Table 3). Forτ ) 1.48 ps, 78% of

the photoinduced absorption signal is due to the spectral
contribution of the hydrated electron gound state (s state) and
17% to the polaron like state (e-...Mg2+)hyd. This long-lived
electronic state corresponds to a short-range coupling between

a s state of electron trapped in the vicinity of hydrated Mg2+.
This relaxed state is linked to a complete adiabatic electron
photodetachment process from electron-chlorine atom pairs (eq
12) whose the spectral signature peaks in the near-IR.42,52

TABLE 2: Computed Spectral Contributions of Electronic States to Experimental IR Absorption Signals (0.99 eV) atτSmax
and τ ) 4 ps following the Femtosecond UV Excitation of Aqueous Magnesium and Cadmium Chloride Solutions
([H2O]/[XCl 2] ) 110, X ) Mg or Cd)

τ ) 4 ps

signal analysis
τSmax ) 300 fs

Mg2+
τSmax ) 200 fs

Cd2+ Mg2+ Cd2+

CTTS** 0.004 0.01 0 0
(e-

IR)pfs 0.124 0.01 0 0
(e-

IR)Reac 0 0.07 0 0
(Cl:e-)pairs 0.025 0.014 0.001 0.0002
e-

hyd 0.013 0.003 0.018 0.0058
(e-‚‚‚X2+)hyd 0.0001 0 0.0003 0
calculated signal (0.99 eV) (au) 0.166 0.107 0.019 0.006
experimental signal (0.99 eV) (OD) 0.0168 0.0098 0.0020 0.00062
SMg2+

0.99 eV/SCd2+
0.99 eV

model 1.55 3.16
experiment 1.71 3.25

Figure 4. Influence of ultrafast reactivity of IR p-state excited electron
(prehydrated electron) with an aqueous divalent cadmium ion on the
signal rise time and amplitude at 1.77 eV (700 nm) following the UV
femtosecond excitation of aqueous solutions ([H2O]/[XCl2] ) 110, X
) Mg or Cd). In magnesium chloride solution, the visible absorption
signal is mainly due to the contribution of the ground state of hydrated
electron (s state) and to polaron-like state (e-...Mg2+)hyd. A Mg2+/Cd2+

substitution decreases significantly the amplitude of the absorption
signal (A). For the normalized signals (B), the dashed lines represent
the computed best fits of the experimental traces. The vertical lines
indicate the position ofτSmax and the arrows the temporal delay (τ)
used for the calulations of spectral contributions reported in Table 3.

(Cl-, Mg2+)aq + 2hν {\}
330 fs

(Cl:e-)aq, (Mg2+)aq98
t ) 730 fs

(e-‚‚‚Mg2+)aq, Cl (12)
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In the presence of hydrated Cd2+, this adiabatic electronic
trajectory does not occur and 94% ofSmax

1.77eV (τ ) 1.24 ps)
involves the contribution of fully hydrated electron (e-

hyd). Due
to a Mg2+/Cd2+ substitution, the decrease of the experimental
Smax

1.77eV (Figure 4A) agrees with the fact that the prevailing
fraction of IR presolvated electron reacting with aqueous Cd2+

(Preac ) 0.91) does not contribute to an electron hydration
channel (Figure 3A, Tables 1,3).

At this stage of our analysis, we have tentatively defined a
short-time (C37) value of aqueous cadmium solution considering
(i) a direct reaction the IR p-state of hydrated electron and the
ionic acceptor (eq 1a), and (ii) a cadmium ion concentration
dependence on the short-time level of fully hydrated electrons
as previously shown by subnanosecond pulse radiolysis experi-
ments.45,47,48,49 On our assumption, the influence of prehydration
electron transfer on the early level of ground state of hydrated
electron would obeyed to the following relation:

In this equation,SωT
[e-s]X2+(τ) represents the short-time signal

contribution of fully relaxed electron (s-state and polaron-like
state) to the visible signal (1.77 eV) in the presence of aqueous
cadmium or magnesium ion. For different time delay between
pump and probe beams,SωT

[e-s]X2+(τ) is defined by an equation
similar to eq 11 (eq 14). The second part of eq 14 represents
the contribution of polaron-like states. In cadmium chloride
solutions, this part equals 0.

The present work permitting us to determine the time depen-
dence of spectral contributions of fully relaxed states of electron,
eqs 13 and 14 have been used for different time delay (τ )
0-2 ps). The results on the time dependence of the C37 value
are reported in Figure 5. When the analysis are performed
aroundτSmax (1.24 ps for Cd2+ and 1.48 ps for Mg2+), we can
emphasize the existence of a good agreement between the C37

values determined from the measuredSmax
1.77eV and expression

13 (C37 ∼ 0.37 ( 0.05). At very short time, i.e., during the
visible signal rise time, small fluctuations of the calculated C37

occur (Figure 5). In any case, these C37 estimates are in

agreement with previous subnanosecond pulse radiolysis data
obtained for different ionic concentrations (C37 of aqueous Cd2+

) 0.38).47-49

3.4. Reactive Counterion Concentration Effect on Ul-
trafast Electron Dynamics. Contrary to subnanosecond pulse
radiolysis investigations on concentrations dependence of fast
electron scavenging processes,47-49 the aim of our femtosecond
laser spectroscopic study is mainly devoted to the direct
determination of ultrafast electronic trajectories and their
influence on transient IR and visible signal amplitudes. These
short time spectroscopic determinations being complex by
themselves, the investigation of time dependence of electric field
effects on IR electronic dynamics represent another research
challenge for the future. However, let us consider preliminary
investigations of Cd2+ concentrations effects on ultrafast IR and
visible spectroscopy of prehydration electron transfer.

Figure 6 reports IR and visible results obtained for three
CdCl2 concentrations (0, 0.3, and 0.5 M). At 0.3 M (R ) 183),
the IR signal dynamics (rise time and relaxation) remains similar
to those obtained for a molecular ration of 110 (Cd2+ ) 0.5
M). This result would indicate that the dynamics of the
prehydration electron transfer involving excited p-like electron
(eq 1a) is not directly dependent of the macroscopic parameter
(ionic concentration) and that short-time electric field effects
on electron attachment (sceening effects) cannot be interpreted
in the framework of a simple pseudo-first order approach. A
Cd2+ concentration dependence onSmax

ωT can be observed from
simultaneous IR and visible spectroscopic investigations (Figure
6B). The exponential regression reported in the figure is not
senseless if we consider, as previously discussed, a Cd2+

TABLE 3: Computed Spectral Contributions of Electronic States to Experimental Visible Absorption Signals (1.77 eV) atτ )
520 fs andτSmax following the Femtosecond UV Excitation of Aqueous Magnesium and Cadmium Chloride Solutions ([H2O]/
[XCl 2] ) 110, X ) Mg or Cd)

τ ) 520 fs

signal analysis Mg2+ Cd2+
τSmax ) 1.48 ps

Mg2+
τSmax ) 1.24 ps

Cd2+

CTTS** 0 0 0 0
(e-

IR)pfs 0.024 0.0001 0.001 0.00001
(e-

IR)Reac 0 0.0008 0 0.00002
(Cl:e-)pairs 0.087 0.0242 0.035 0.0127
e-

hyd 0.388 0.122 0.564 0.177
(e-‚‚‚X2+)hyd 0.047 0 0.121 0
calculated signal (1.77 eV) (au) 0.546 0.147 0.721 0.189
experimental signal (1.77 eV) (OD) 0.063 0.017 0.080 0.021
SMg2+

1.77 eV/SCd2+
1.77 eV

model 3.71 3.81
experiment 3.70 3.81

SωT
[e-

S]Cd
2+(τ)

SωT
[e-

S]Mg
2+(τ)

) exp-[Cd2+]/C37(τ) w C37(τ) )

0.5

ln (SωT
[e-

S]Mg
2+(τ)

SωT
[e-

S]Cd
2+(τ))

(13)

S[e-S]X2+
ωT (τ) ) R(e-s)

ωT ‚ n(e-s)(τ) + R(e-...X2+)s

ωT ‚ ns(e-...X2+)s(τ) (14)

Figure 5. Time dependence of C37 value of aqueous cadmium solution
(R) 110) following femtosecond photoinduced electron transfers probe
at 1.77 eV (700 nm).S(e-)s, S(total) correspond to calculated C37 value
from spectral contribution of fully solvated electron and total electronic
states, respectively. The C37 values directly obtained from measured
absorption signals are represented by black squares.
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concentration dependence on the transient signal ratio (SCd2+/
SMg2+) at 1.77 eV (eqs 13 and 14, Table 3). This significant
Cd2+ concentration effect on IR and visible signals agrees with
our IR kinetic model (Figure 3A) and permits us to conclude
that the direct IR discrimination of a prehydration univalent
reduction of Cd2+ occurs faster than the nonadiabatic pf s
radiationless transition of excited electron relaxation (eq 1,
Figure 3, Table 1).

The characteristic time (TReac) of this prehydration Cd2+

reduction by a quantum particule (p-state electron) is not directly
dependent on the Cd2+ concentration within the range 0.3-0.5
M. Consequently, a complete understanding of excited p-state
electron reactivity at very short time (τ , 1 ps) and at the
microscopic level cannot be only obtained from investigations
on counterion concentration effects. One major reason is that
the prehydration electron transfer is likely dependent on ion-
pair distribution function, ion-solvent correlation functions, and
short-range ordering of water molecules around isolated anions,
cations, or ion pairs. Previous concentrations effects on
femtosecond spectroscopy of aqueous electrolyte solution with
nonreactive counterions have shown that the global signal rise
time in the visible spectral range 2.3-1.72 eV is highly
dependent on the dynamics of multiple electronic channels:
electron hydration in bulk water, transient electron detachment
in the vicinity of polarizable chlorine atoms, and early geminate
recombination processes between hydrated electron ground state
and its chlorine parent.15,38,42,52,53,55 In the visible region, a

significant fraction of the absorption signal can be due to fully
relaxed hydrated electron whose transient electronic precursors
(electron-Cl atom pairs) exhibit a spectral signature in the near-
IR (∼1.41 eV). Simultaneously, the relative spectral contribu-
tion of electronic trajectories involving IR p-state electrons is
decreased.15,52,55 In the present work, pioneering femtosecond
IR and visible spectroscopy of complex ionic concentration
effects on prehydration electron reaction provides guidance for
further research on ultrafast electron transfer with reactive
counterions or charged electron acceptors. The prediction of a
resting visible signal when the IR signal equals 0 will be
interesting to consider (Figure 6B). However, technical limita-
tions linked to careful discrimination of small IR signals (OD
< 0.005) in concentrated solutions with reactive counterions
would be overcome.

Taking into account the counterion concentration dependence
on spectral contribution of transient electron-Cl atom pairs,52

the complete understanding of dynamical electric field effects
on prehydration redox reaction in electrolyte solution needs to
develop multiwavelength analysis of transient electronic dynam-
ics within the spectral range 2.3-0.99 eV. Such experimental
work would permit to determine the respective influence of
reactive IR prehydration electron transfer, pf s radiationless
transition of prehydrated electrons, and near-IR dynamics of
electron-chlorine atom pairs on nonadiabatic and adiabatic
electron hydration channels. By exploring Cd2+ concentration
effects in the near-IR, we hope to understand how highly
polarizable Cl atoms favor ultrafast univalent reduction of
aqueous Cd2+ ions from transient electron-chlorine atom pairs
and impede the formation of short-lived polaron-like states.
Regarding the conclusions of recent ESR studies and ab initio
calculations on the chlorine atom interaction with water
molecules,56 we should wonder whether the formation of three-
electron 2σ/1σ* bonding assists an ultrafast electron transfer
from a photoinduced electron-Cl atom pair to the hydrated ionic
acceptor.

4. Concluding Remarks

The present work devoted to femtosecond IR spectroscopy
of electron dynamics in aqueous MgCl2 and CdCl2 solutions
provides insight into significant counterion effects on early
partition between reactive (prehydration redox reaction) and
nonreactive electron trajectory (electron hydration). Our si-
multaneous visible and IR spectroscopic studies permit us to
well capture the Mg2+/Cd2+ substitution effect on the amplitude
and the absorption signal dynamics due to either nonequilibrium
electronic states (IR presolvated electron) or fully relaxed states
(s state of hydrated electron and polaron like state) whose the
spectral band peaks in the red spectral region.

In order to focus our attention on the careful discrimination
of complex spectroscopic results devoted to ultrafast prehydra-
tion electron transfer in aqueous ionic solution, the femtosecond
spectroscopic experiments have been mainly performed at a
given counterion concentration (R ) 110) for which there is
good visible and IR signal noise ratios. The primary step of a
prehydration one-electron reduction of a divalent cation (Cd2+)
occurs with a characteristic time of 140 fs and involves short-
lived nonequilibrium electron-solvent couplings in the vicinity
of the bivalent metallic ion (Figure 7). In aqueous cadmium
chloride solution, the elementary redox process exhibits a
probability 10 times higher than the electron solvation channel
and is totally achieved in less than 1× 10-12 s. Our
femtosecond IR spectroscopic data cannot be captured by recent
nonadiabatic quantum simulations of an excess electron relax-

Figure 6. (A) Influence of cadmium concentration on measured IR
absorption signal (0.99 eV), following femtosecond UV excitation of
aqueous cadmium chloride solutions at 294 K. (B) For different
cadmium concentrations, the relationship between transient absorption
signals (SωT

max) simultaneously measured at 0.99 and 1.77 eV. The
smooth line represents an exponential regression between measured
IR and visible signals:Smax

1.77 eV ) 0.0439 exp(174.4Smax
0.99 eV).
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ation within a neutral bath of water molecules. Further computer
simulations of prehydration electron transfer in ionic solutions
would include quantum model of flexible molecules, and ab
initio molecular dynamics on electronic structure of aqueous
solution containing ions.11,57-63 Moreover, interionic energy
transfer, short-range solvent polarization effects, and detailed
treatment of ionic hydration with adequate nonempirical po-
tentials are also required.64-68

The understanding of vibronic couplings in electrolyte
solutions needs to determine whether their dynamics are
dependent on intracomplex structural changes of the cavity of
p state electron and/or the distortion of the first hydration shell
of cadmium ion. Additional experimental works are envisaging
the effects of solvent cavity size fluctuations and the role of
high-frequency vibrational modes of solvent molecules around
cations as rate-limiting steps of ultrafast IR presolvation
reactions in polar solutions.69 These IR spectroscopies of
prehydration electron transfers provide guidance for further
theoretical investigations on solvation effects in transition state
theory, mainly on nonlinear response of solvent molecules to
an electronic reorganization of small reactants (ionic donors and
acceptors). This point represents an interesting and worthwhile
problem for furture experimental investigations on prethermal
chemistry in dilute or concentrated ionic solutions.
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